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A level Applied Paper 3B Mechanics Practice Paper M12 MARK SCHEME 
 
 
Question 1 

 
(a) 
First B1 for 1st section of graph  
Second B1 for 2nd section  
Third B1 for the figures 20, 8 and 25  
 
(b) 
M1 for a complete method to produce an equation in t only; allow (20 − 8) ⁄ 0.4  
A1 for 30 N.B.  
Give A0 for t = − 30, even if changed to 30, but then allow use of 30 in part (c), where full marks could 
then be scored. 
 
(c) 
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First M1 (generous) for clear attempt to find whole area under their graph (must include at least one 
"1/2"), in terms of a single unknown time (t say),and equate it to 1960. 
First A3, ft on their (b), for a correct equation.  
Deduct 1 mark for each numerical error, or omission, in each of the 4 sections of the area corresponding 
to each stage of the motion. (they may ‘slice’ it, horizontally into 3 sections, or a combination of the two)  
Second DM1, dependent on first M1, for simplifying to produce an equation with all their t terms collected.  
Fourth A1 for a correct equation for t or T 
Third DM1, dependent on second M1. for solving for T 
Fifth A1 155  
 
Please note that any incorrect answer to (b) will lead to an answer of 155 in (c) and can score max 
6/8; 
Solutions with the correct answer of 155 will need to be checked carefully. 
Solutions to (c)      N.B.t = T − 115 
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Question 2 

 

(a) 

First M1 for a complete method for finding u e.g.  
282 = u2 + 2g×17.5  
or 282 = u2 + 2(−g)×(−17.5)  
or 282 = 2gs⇒s = 40 then 02 = u2 + 2(−g)×(22.5)  
condone sign errors  
First A1 for a correct equation(s) with g = 9.8 
Second A1 for ''u = 21'' PRINTED ANSWER  
N.B. Allow a verification method, but they must state, as a conclusion, that ''u = 21'' , to score the final A1.  

 
(b) 

First M1 for a complete method for finding at least one t value i.e. for producing an equation in t only. 
(condone sign errors but not missing terms)  
First A1 for a correct quadratic equation in t only or TWO correct linear equations in t only.  
Second DM1, dependent on first M1, for attempt to solve the quadratic or one of the linear equations.  
Second A1 for 3.0 or 3 or 2.99  
Third A1 for 1.3 or 1.30 

 
(c) 

First M1 for resolving vertically with usual rules.  
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First A1 for a correct equation  
Second M1 for use of v2 = u2 + 2as , with v = 0, u = 28 or u = 0 and v = 28 and their a, (or any other 
complete method which produces an equation in s,which could be negative)  
M0 if they haven't calculated a value of a.  
Second A1 for 0.32 or 0.316. (must be positive since it's a distance)  
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Question 3 

 

(a)(In parts (a), (c), (d) and (e) use the value of the mass being used to guide you as to which part 
of the system is being considered, and mark equation(s) accordingly) 
M1 for resolving horizontally to produce an equation in a ONLY.  
First A1 for a correct equation  
Second A1 for 1.25  

 
(b) 

M1 for a complete method to find the speed  
A1 cao 7.5 
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(c) 

M1 for resolving horizontally, for either P or Q, to produce an equation in T only.  
First A1ft for a correct equation,ft on their a 
Second A1 cao for 1.38 (N) or 1.375 (N)  

 
(d) 

First M1 for resolving horizontally to produce an equation in a ONLY.  
First A1cao for −3.75 (or 3.75)  
Second M1 for use of v2 = u2 + 2as , with v = 0, u= their (b) and their a, (or any other complete method 
which produces an equation in s only)  
M0 if they haven't calculated a value of a.  
Second A1 for 7.5 m 

 
(e) 

M1 for resolving horizontally, for either P or Q, to produce an equation in T only.  
M0 if they haven't calculated a value of a 
First A1cao for a correct equation  
Second A1 cao for 0.125 or 0.13 (N) (must be positive) 
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Question 4 

 

(a) 

First M1 for a complete method for finding , either by resolving vertically, or taking moments twice, 

with usual criteria (allow M1 even if  =2  not substituted)  

First A1 for a correct equation in either  or  ONLY.  
Second A1 for 1.5g or 14.7 or 15 (A0 for a negative answer) 

 
(b) 

First M1 for taking moments about any point, with usual criteria.  
A2 ft for a correct equation (A1A0 one error, A0A0 for two or more errors, ignoring consistent omission of 
g's) in terms of X and their x (which may not be AG at this stage)  
Third A1 for AG = 4/3, 1.3, 1.33,.....(any number of decimal places, since g cancels) need 'AG =' or x 
marked on diagram. 

N.B. if  = 2  throughout, mark as a misread as follows:  
(a) M1A1A0 (resolution method) (b) M1A0A1A1, assuming all work follows through correctly.. 
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Question 5 

 

(a) 

First M1 for resolving perpendicular to plane with usual criteria  
First A2 for a correct equation (A1A0 one error, A0A0 for two or more errors)  
Second A1 for either 52 or 52.4  
N.B. In part (a), the M1 is for a complete method, so they must have sufficient equations to be able to 
solve for R. The A2 marks are then for all the equations.  

 
(b) 

B1 for use of F=µR (could just be on diagram)  
First M1 (allow if F is used rather than µR) for resolving parallel to the plane with usual criteria  
First A2 for a correct equation (A1A0 one error, A0A0 for two or more errors)  
Second A1 for either 0.14 or 0.137  
N.B. If they resolve vertically AND horizontally, there are max 6 marks available (M1A2, M1A2) for the  
TWO equations, but if they only have one equation, there are no marks available for that equation.  
The marks for the horizontal resolution should be entered first on ePen.  
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Question 6 

 
 
 
Question 7 
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Question 8 
  

 
(a) 

First M1 for  either way up  
First A1 for a correct value from their expression, usually 32º or 58º  
Second A1 for 302 (allow more accurate answers)  

 
(b) 

M1 for a clear attempt at (40i − 6j)+t(−12i + 7.5j)  
A1 for any correct expression  

 
(c) 

First M1 is really B1 for 4i + 16.5j (seen or implied but can be in unsimplified form)  
Second M1 is for a subtraction, s − b or b − s.  
Third DM1, dependent on second M1, for finding magnitude of their s − b or b − s 
A1 for 5 
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(d) 

First M1 for equating i-component of their answer in part (b) to 7 or  
the i-component of their s − b or b − s to zero  
First A1 for 2.75 cao  
Second M1 (independent) for attempt to find j-component of their s at their  
t = 2.75  
Second A1 2.125 or 2.13 cao  
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Question 9 

 
 
 


